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A first-time model, a webcam sex worker, and a power-hungry homophobe
journey through their insecurities and vulnerabilities. This hedonistic and
seductive short film challenges toxic hyper-masculinity and the abuse of
power through three vignettes.
CHAPTER

I

Ben is a young, inexperienced model who receives the opportunity of
a lifetime: a front cover on one of the largest magazines in the world.
However, his insecurities and vulnerabilities soon lead him into the arms of
an exploitative photographer.
CHAPTER

II

After months of isolation and financial pressures, a young man plunges into
a world of online sex-work, and soon finds a new sense of confidence in
his image and exploration of his sexuality. Yet, in a world of technology,
can he keep safe what matters?
CHAPTER

III

Set in 90s England, Louis, a disturbed man preys on those around him to
numb his addictive craving of interaction. With the backdrop of the AIDs
crisis, Louis turns his aggression towards gay men, while channelling his
own sexual frustrations.
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June, 2018 – we produced Oxygen Films’ fourth feature-length motion
picture, and instalments three, four and five of our LGBTQ* series
“ODYSSEY”, titled “Wretched Things”. The film was made over twelve
shooting days in Leeds, on an entirely self-funded budget of £10,000. All
cast and crew volunteered their time on the production, with the average
age of crew being only twenty-one.
The first instalment of Oxygen’s ODYSSEY, “This World We Live In”,
received international critical acclaim through its year-long circuit through
festivals around the World. The film had its digital release in February 2018,
followed shortly by the second Instalment, “Pulse”, at the end of LGBTQ*
History Month. Pulse has reached over 2,000,000 audiences online, and
screened at festivals such as BFI Flare and Vancouver International Film
Festival.
Wretched Things follows the previous instalments in its LGBTQ* themes,
portraying vulnerability and insecurity in sexuality and gender identity
through a range of challenging and dark narratives. The film industry
has seen a difficult yet necessary wake-up call in the form of #MeToo
and #TimesUp in recent years; and this is something we didn’t want to
shy away from with Wretched Things. Chapter One explores narratives
many in the industry, and indeed many of our cast, have experiences in
the past: sexual abuse at the hands of a manipulative and intimidating
photographer.
For Chapter One, we designed and printed the full ‘FLARE’ magazine,
although in the final film you only see the front and back covers. The full
prop magazine includes interviews, more photos, a word from the editor
and advertisements for BOX Menswear across its twenty pages. The props
arrived while we were filming Chapter Two, and you can actually see Olly
trying to buy a copy in the first scene in the newsagents.
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Chapter Two was the first one we tackled, as we shot the full project out
of order. It took us three days in total, compared to the two and a half
days for Chapter One and six days for Chapter Three. For this, we had a
huge challenge in our production in that we had to create the ‘Cam4Cash’
website you see throughout the film.
It took around three weeks to design all elements, including the various
pages and cam-shows you see through the site. The hardest thing we had
to build were the automatic comments from users popping up on camshows, as well as the webcam feedback of the live scene. Chapter Two
also saw us film in an adult store in Leeds City Centre: Nice ‘N’ Naughty,
which is an incredible supporter of the LGTBQ* community. Nice ‘N’
Naughty also supplied some of the props seen in Chapter Two, as well as
the harness Joey wears in Chapter Three.
Chapter Three was one of the most challenging films we have ever
produced, and likely the most challenging film we will ever produce. The
first scenes of this Chapter in the gayclub and toilets were filmed at the
normally beautiful and historic Leeds Town Hall. Victorian jail cells were
transformed for the dark and neon-drenched arches of the gayclub, and
the blow-job scene in the toilet was filmed in an actual toilet block of the
Town Hall.
The remainder of the film was shot in an apartment in central Leeds, which,
after some mishap which saw our planned location double-booked,
saw the team in the famed ‘Apartment 403’. At the height of Summer,
the apartment had no windows, no air conditioning, no ventilation and
three days into filming at the apartment - the lift broke. Yet, the incredible
production team and cast pushed through and we managed to create
some of the most disturbing, powerful and seductive scenes of the film.
Wretched Things is a complete collaboration between ridiculously talented
and creative artists in both cast and crew. Everyone threw themselves
completely into the challenge of this film, and from it a delightfully twisted
and provocative independent, no-budget film has been born. I am so
grateful to all the cast and crew who worked on the film, as well as the
support of establishments and the people of Leeds.
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Oxygen Films are the entirely non-profit, self-funded film production
company behind a series of gripping short and feature-length films. Based
in Leeds, Oxygen are managed by a group of passionate young people
intent on raising further discussion through enthralling fictional film. We are
proud to continue creating provocative and thought-provoking content on
such challenging topics as mental health, sexuality and identity.
Managing Director Gage Oxley won the Love Arts Award for his work
surrounding accurate representation of these important issues in 2016, was
nominated for a National Diversity Award in the LGBTQ* Role Models
category in 2017 and alongside Oxygen Films in the company award
in 2018. In 2018, Oxygen Films was recognised for its work with young
creatives and artists, being nominated for the Community Organisation of
the Year at the Leeds City Council Compassionate City Awards.
At the heart of what we do is our audience. We know that film has the
power to change lives, minds and hearts; and that is a responsibility we do
not take lightly. Our first major feature-length film “Beneath the Shadows”
worked with the NHS’ MindMate, and directly signposted several
audience members to access the mental health services they need and
deserved. Our past LGBTQ*-themed films have given us opportunity to
connect with those struggling to come to terms with their sexuality, but have
felt inspired and confident to be their true selves after our films sparking
discussions and debates between families and friends. Our last short film,
“Pulse”, explored the rise in homophobia and reflected on gun violence in
the aftermath of one of America’s deadliest mass shootings which targeted
a gay nightclub. A survivor of the attack who lost friends that night reached
out to us to congratulate us on the preview which reached over 2,000,000
people.
This is why we make film, and we are so excited to continue collaborating
with incredible visionary young people on the issues we feel need talking
about.
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